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Thrones of Ash - Daniel Arenson 2017-07-07
The Empire burns. The halls of power lie in ruins. The emperor's
children, the sadistic Porcia and the cunning Seneca, battle for the
throne. Around them, their world crumbles. In a southern savanna
province, a young queen rises up against the Empire. In northern misty
forests, barbarian tribes gather for war. In Zohar, the eastern desert, the
hero Epher Sela joins a rebellion against the vicious Empire. Meanwhile,
past deserts and mountains at the edge of the world, an ancient evil
awakens, threatening to undo all that humanity has built. Legionaries,
rebels, and priests clash, vying to rule crumbling kingdoms. Yet when
victors emerge from the inferno, will they find only thrones of ash?
From Blood and Ash - Jennifer L. Armentrout 2020-03-30
Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive,
and unexpected fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura
Thalassa. A Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s
life has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to
be touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be spoken to. Never to
experience pleasure. Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would
rather be with the guards, fighting back the evil that took her family,
than preparing to be found worthy by the gods. But the choice has never
been hers. A Duty… The entire kingdom’s future rests on Poppy’s
shoulders, something she’s not even quite sure she wants for herself.
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Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing. And when
Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her Ascension,
enters her life, destiny and duty become tangled with desire and need.
He incites her anger, makes her question everything she believes in, and
tempts her with the forbidden. A Kingdom… Forsaken by the gods and
feared by mortals, a fallen kingdom is rising once more, determined to
take back what they believe is theirs through violence and vengeance.
And as the shadow of those cursed draws closer, the line between what is
forbidden and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only on the
verge of losing her heart and being found unworthy by the gods, but also
her life when every blood-soaked thread that holds her world together
begins to unravel. Reviews for From Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty,
steamy escapism. Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller Wendy
Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the power to control my emotions with
every word she writes. From swooning to crying to racing through the
pages to find out what happens next, I couldn't stop reading about
Hawke and Poppy, and you won't be able to either.” - Brigid Kemmerer,
New York Times Bestselling Author of A Curse So Dark and Lonely
“Action, adventure, sexiness, and angst! From Blood and Ash has it all
and double that. So many feels and so many moments it made me cheer
for the character. Read. This. Book! You'll be obsessed!” - Tijan NYT
bestselling author “From Blood and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel
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that is filled to the brim with danger, mystery and heart melting
romance. I loved every single second of it and I couldn’t get enough of
this new fantastical world. A heart stopping start to what is clearly going
to be a stunning series, perfect for both those who love fantasy and those
who are new to the genre. A must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you think
you are ready for From Blood and Ash, think again. Jennifer L.
Armentrout has woven a new fantasy universe that will leave you reeling.
Filled with action, heart wrenching twists and the most delicious
romance, this unputdownable novel comes with a warning: keep a fan
close by, because the temperatures are about to rise." Elena, The
Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new novel by Jennifer L. Armentrout,
she introduces a fantastical world filled with immense detail, and
characters who are poignant and fierce, Jennifer truly has out done
herself!” – BookBesties “From Blood and Ash is a fantastic fantasy that
will hook you immediately from the very first page! I loved every single
moment and all of the characters are ones you will fall in love with!
Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it again with her amazing writing skills
and lots of detail! Get this book immediately!!!” - Amanda @Stuck In YA
Books “Jennifer has stepped into the fantasy genre with this absolutely
amazing novel. With characters you will love and more than a few twists
and turns, get ready for one amazing adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl
"This magnificent book has so many pieces in it: fantasy, mystery,
forbidden romance, supernatural, lies, deceit, betrayal, love, friendship,
family. And so, so, so many secrets your head will be spinning. Jennifer L.
Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will be rushing to
buy, and will be telling everyone to read it ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in
YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer
L Armentrout, but hopefully not the last. Like all her other works, her
ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy men, and feisty strong
female characters is amazing. Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal, love,
and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The Blonde Book Lover
“From Blood & Ash is everything we love about JLA’s fantasy
writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world building and plot
twists, a strong female lead, a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy
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forbidden love story, and side characters that can’t help but steal your
heart. My mind was blown by the end of this book.” - Kris S.
(frantic4romantic) “Step into an exciting new fantasy world by Jennifer L.
Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on a fantastic ride with
twists and turns galore. Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A
phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” - Lori Dunn an avid reader
“From Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel.
The myths, the legends, the epic romance, and an adventure that will
keep you on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down.
Truly a brilliant start to what I believe will be yet another amazing series
by Jennifer L. Armentrout." –Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L.
Armentrout takes her first step into the high fantasy genre with From
Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets, and betrayal - it
will leave you wanting more after the very last page.” - Love Just Is
Books “From Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite book for first
time.” - Raquel Herrera “With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer Armentrout
successfully takes on the genre of high fantasy, proving, once again, that
she is a master of her craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden
romance, deceit, lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page one
and refuses to let go!” - Erica, The Rest Just Falls Away “Jennifer L.
Armentrout comes trough once again with From Blood and Ash as it kept
me enthralled throughout the full book. You won't be able to put down
this epic story once you start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise “From Blood
and Ash strikes the perfect balance between fantasy and romance
elements leaving the world feeling live in and full while allowing the
relationship between the main characters feeling real and authentic.” Nads Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron “Be prepared to spend your whole
day reading From Blood and Ash. Once you start reading this high
fantasy novel, you won't want to put it down.” - Love Book Triangle
“From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath taking. JLA does what she does
best by creating a fantastical world filled with romance, lies, betrayal,
adventure and all things we love and expect from JLA characters that
melt our hearts and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait for the next
one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood and Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought
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to life a high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful addition to my
collection. Get ready to stay on your toes from start to end.” - Amy Oh,
Reader by the Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the first high fantasy
novel by Jennifer L Armentrout and she absolutely nails it. This is fantasy
for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes you want to be a fantasy
fan! This page turner makes you want to devour it in one night and at the
same time savor every detail. Heart stopping and inspiring and grips you
from page one.” – Tracy Kirby “An intriguing puzzle of a world, a ruthless
hero, a determine heroin, and a plot that will keep you up late, this book
is one of the best I've read this year.” – Valerie from Stuck In Books
“From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high fantasy that packs a punch, each
page will leave you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books & Other Pursuits
A Court of Thorns and Roses - Perfection Learning Corporation 2019
Thrones of Ash - Daniel Arenson
The Empire burns. The halls of power lie in ruins. The emperor's
children, the sadistic Porcia and the cunning Seneca, battle for the
throne. Around them, their world crumbles. In a southern savanna
province, a young queen rises up against the Empire. In northern misty
forests, barbarian tribes gather for war. In Zohar, the eastern desert, the
hero Epher Sela joins a rebellion against the vicious Empire. Meanwhile,
past deserts and mountains at the edge of the world, an ancient evil
awakens, threatening to undo all that humanity has built. Legionaries,
rebels, and priests clash, vying to rule crumbling kingdoms. Yet when
victors emerge from the inferno, will they find only thrones of ash?
Crown of Coral and Pearl - Mara Rutherford 2019-08-27
“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and sisterhood—this
unusual, tense tale will have you on the edge of your seat!”—#1 New
York Times bestselling author Tamora Pierce Red Queen meets House of
Salt and Sorrow in Mara Rutherford's debut YA fantasy Crown of Coral
and Pearl, which follows a young woman from a village on the sea who
must impersonate her twin on land to save everyone she loves from a
tyrannical prince. For generations, the crown princes of Ilara have
married the most beautiful maidens from the ocean village of Varenia.
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Nor once dreamed of seeing the mysterious mountain kingdom for
herself, but after a childhood accident left her with a scar, she knew her
twin sister, Zadie, would likely be chosen to marry the crown prince.
Then Zadie is injured, and Nor is sent to Ilara in her place. She soon
discovers her future husband, Prince Ceren, is as forbidding and cold as
his home. And as she grows closer to Ceren’s brother, Prince Talin, Nor
learns of a failing royal bloodline, a murdered queen...and a plot to
destroy her village. To save her people, Nor must learn to negotiate the
treacherous protocols of a court where lies reign and obsession
rules...but discovering her own formidable strength may cost her
everything she loves. Books in the Crown of Coral and Pearl duology:
Crown of Coral and Pearl Kingdom of Sea and Stone
The Princess Will Save You - Sarah Henning 2020-07-07
DON’T MESS WITH THE CROWN... When her father dies, Princess
Amarande is given an ultimatum: marry the leader of a neighboring
kingdom, or lose her crown—and possibly her life. To force her hand, her
beloved, the stableboy Luca, is kidnapped. But Amarande was raised to
be a warrior, not a sacrifice. And nothing will stop her from saving her
true love. The Kingdoms of Sand & Sky Trilogy Book 1: The Princess Will
Save You Book 2: The Queen Will Betray You Book 3: The King Will Kill
You (forthcoming) Praise for The Princess Will Save You “Everything we
love about YA fantasy, complete with first love, sweeping adventure, and
a fierce heroine who holds her own. There’s something for everyone in
this book.”—Adrienne Young, New York Times bestselling author of The
Sky in the Deep “An action-packed adventure with a fierce heroine that is
sure to enthrall! Sarah Henning has created a fantasy narrative that
weaves together love and betrayal, pirates and swordplay. Sure to please
anyone who grew up loving tales of princesses.”—Emily Lloyd-Jones,
author of The Bone Houses “Full of inconceivable wit, daring adventure,
and cunning political machinations...It’s as if Sarah Henning looked into
my soul that yearned for a book like The Princess Bride and said—as you
wish. And yes, this is a kissing book.”—Ashley Poston, author of Heart of
Iron “A breakneck fantasy adventure.... Swoony romance, sword fights, a
great cast of characters and some clever parallels to a story about
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another princess who won’t be made a bride makes The Princess Will
Save You a strong contender for my favorite novel of the year.”—Emily
Hall Schroen, Main Street Books, St. Charles, Missouri At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
A Fate of Wrath & Flame - K.A. Tucker 2021-05-25
She would know the world of vengeful gods and monsters, and the
lengths one would go for love. And nothing would ever be the same for
her again. Gifted thief Romeria has flourished from her days as a street
kid pilfering wallets to survive. Now she thrives, stealing jewels from the
rich under the involuntary employ of New York City’s most notorious
crime boss. But when an enigmatic woman secures her services at
swordpoint, Romeria is plunged into a startling realm of opposing
thrones, warring elven, and elemental magic she cannot begin to fathom.
Her quest is straightforward: Steal a stone from Islor’s sacred garden
without anyone discovering her true identity, which would earn her
certain death. But the identity she has inexplicably assumed is that of the
captured Ybarisan princess—an enemy to Islor after she poisoned their
beloved king and queen on the day she was to marry the prince. Her
betrothed, the newly crowned King Zander, detests her with every grain
of his handsome being. Fortunately for Romeria, she is more valuable to
him alive than dead. Zander gives her a choice: life in a cell, or an
acquittal of all charges in exchange for her help in exposing the growing
plot against him. Romeria sees no other option and embraces the tricky
role of smitten queen-to-be until she can escape, a ruse that brings her
far closer to the king than she anticipated and threatens more than her
safety. As she digs deeper into this sacred garden and the ancient feud
between Ybaris and Islor, she discovers monstrous truths that could spell
ruin for all.
Empire of Sand - Tasha Suri 2018-11-13
A nobleman's daughter with magic in her blood. An empire built on the
dreams of enslaved gods. Empire of Sand is Tasha Suri's lush, dazzling,
Mughal India-inspired fantasy debut. "An ode to the quiet, fierce strength
of women...pure wonder." -- Samantha Shannon, NYT bestselling author
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of The Priory of the Orange Tree "A darkly intricate, devastating, and
utterly original story." -- R. F. Kuang, author of The Poppy War "Stunning
and enthralling." -- S. A. Chakraborty, author of The City of Brass The
Amrithi are outcasts; nomads descended of desert spirits, they are
coveted and persecuted throughout the Empire for the power in their
blood. Mehr is the illegitimate daughter of an imperial governor and an
exiled Amrithi mother she can barely remember, but whose face and
magic she has inherited. When Mehr's power comes to the attention of
the Emperor's most feared mystics, she must use every ounce of will,
subtlety, and power she possesses to resist their cruel agenda. Should
she fail, the gods themselves may awaken seeking vengeance... The
Books of AmbhaEmpire of SandRealm of Ash
The Jasmine Throne - Tasha Suri 2021-06-10
House of Earth and Blood - Sarah J. Maas 2020-03-03
A #1 New York Times bestseller! Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT
CITY series begins with House of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae
and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she seeks revenge in a contemporary
fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance. Bryce Quinlan had
the perfect life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon
murdered her closest friends, leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone.
When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up again, Bryce
finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes
to avenge their deaths. Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now
enslaved to the Archangels he once attempted to overthrow. His brutal
skills and incredible strength have been set to one purpose-to
assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon
wreaking havoc in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce
find the murderer, and his freedom will be within reach. As Bryce and
Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a dark
power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they
find, in each other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if
they'd only let it. With unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and
page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1
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New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves into the
heartache of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.
Kings of Paradise - Richard Nell 2018-07-19
Winner of the 2018 IRDA for fantasy #1 Best Seller in Canadian Dark
Fantasy 99% liked it (Goodreads) A deformed genius plots vengeance
while struggling to survive. A wastrel prince comes of age, finding a
power he never imagined. Two worlds are destined to collide. Only one
can be king. "This dark fantasy epic will be held up against George R.R.
Martin's masterwork, A Song of Ice and Fire. Read this book now so you
can act pompous around your friends when HBO turns it into a television
series." - Goodreads "Kings of Paradise presents a brutal world of
complex yet simple politics, reminiscent of Game of Thrones. An
intriguing low-magic world packed with interesting cultures to be further
delved. Nell shows considerable skill in displaying his world distinctly
through the eyes of his different characters." - Fantasybookreview.co.uk
Ruka, called a demon at birth, is a genius. Born malformed and ugly into
the snow-covered wasteland of the Ascom, he was spared from death by
his mother's love. Now he is an outcast, consumed with hate for those
who've wronged him. But to take his vengeance, he must first survive.
Across a vast sea in the white-sand island paradise of Sri Kon, Kale is
fourth and youngest son of the Sorcerer King. And at sixteen, Kale is a
disappointment. As the first prince ever forced to serve with low-born
marines, Kale must prove himself and become a man, or else lose all
chance of a worthy future, and any hope to win the love of his life.
Though they do not know it, both boys are on the cusp of discovery. Their
worlds and lives are destined for greatness, or ruin. But in a changing
world where ash meets paradise, only one man can be king... The first
installment of an epic, low- fantasy trilogy. Kings of Paradise is a dark,
bloody, coming-of-age story shaped by culture, politics, and magic. "The
novel's brilliant world works on so many levels; it has a rich political
landscape, moral complexity, and immense environmental challenges, all
told in beautiful, thoughtful prose." - Indiereader "A must for lovers of
fantasy, especially those who enjoy losing themselves in a epic tale." Reader's Favorite "The world that Mr. Nell has created is pretty
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incredible. But the thing that really made me love this story was the
characters he filled that world with." - Goodreads "If Kale changes, Ruka
grows and festers like a storm. Without a doubt, the darker of the two
characters, I feel Richard Nell has created a compelling and classic
character here." Goodreads
Kings of Heaven - Richard Nell 2020-08-17
In the final book of the Ash and Sand trilogy, Ruka, son of Beyla, faces
the emperor of the world, yet even victory may not save his people...With
the death of his ally, Farahi Alaku, Ruka 'Godtongue' is alone. Or not
exactly... The island prince Kale Alaku now haunts his mind, rattling
within his once peaceful 'Grove', promising revenge and growing every
moment in power. Meanwhile, the Pyu isles are in chaos; the coastal
kingdom of the Tong is still Ruka's enemy, and every day that passes
brings the empire closer to destroying his dream of a new world for his
people.Once again, the son of Beyla will need the strength of his dark
twin, Bukayag. Perhaps together they can unite three peoples, gather an
army of ash, and defend or destroy their way to peace. But in the end,
there can be only one king of heaven...
To Kill a Kingdom - Alexandra Christo 2018-03-06
Lira, a famous siren, must prove herself by stealing the heart of the man,
a siren-hunting prince who's threatening her race in this action-packed
debut.
The Queen Will Betray You - Sarah Henning 2021-07-06
The breathtaking sequel to Sarah Henning's The Princess Will Save You-a brilliantly-executed YA fantasy homage to The Princess Bride KEEP
YOUR EYE ON THE CROWN... After a thousand years of political
stability, the realm of The Sand and Sky is up for grabs. Four kingdoms,
four rulers vying for the ultimate prize, sovereignty over the entire
continent: A ruthless old king spinning webs, whose schemes encompass
generations. A widowed queen whose only credo is all kings must die. A
runaway queen whose unexpected return upends everyone’s plans. And a
prince-in-waiting determined to wait no more. Standing against them are
a dispossessed princess and her stable boy love with a surprising claim
of his own. Their only hope in the face of unspeakable betrayals, enemies
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hidden in the shadows, and insurmountable odds is the power of true
love... The Kingdoms of Sand & Sky Trilogy Book 1: The Princess Will
Save You Book 2: The Queen Will Betray You Book 3: The King Will Kill
You Praise for The Princess Will Save You “Full of inconceivable wit,
daring adventure, and cunning political machinations...It’s as if Sarah
Henning looked into my soul that yearned for a book like The Princess
Bride and said—as you wish. And yes, this is a kissing book.”—Ashley
Poston, author of Heart of Iron “A breakneck fantasy adventure....
Swoony romance, sword fights, a great cast of characters and some
clever parallels to a story about another princess who won’t be made a
bride makes The Princess Will Save You a strong contender for my
favorite novel of the year.”—Emily Hall Schroen, Main Street Books, St.
Charles, Missouri At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Heir of Fire - Sarah J. Maas 2020-10-01
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of
Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to serve the tyrant who
slaughtered her dear friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The
answers Celaena needs to destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn.
And Chaol, Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to
send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in Wendlyn, a new
threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena find the strength not
only to win her own battles, but to fight a war that could pit her loyalties
to her own people against those she has grown to love? This third novel
in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1 bestselling author
Sarah J. Maas, is packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating
drama and swoonsome romance, and introduces some fierce new
heroines to love and hate.
House of Sky and Breath - Sarah J. Maas 2022
The #1 Sunday Times bestseller, February 2022, and sequel to the #1
New York Times bestseller. Sarah J. Maas's sexy, groundbreaking
CRESCENT CITY series continues with this second instalment.Bryce
Quinlan and Hunt Athalar have made a pact. As they process the events
of the Spring they will keep things ... platonic ... until the Solstice. But
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can they resist when the crackling tension between them is enough to set
the whole of Crescent City aflame?And they are not out of danger yet.
Dragged into a rebel movement they want no part of, Bryce, Hunt and
their friends find themselves pitted against the terrifying Asteri - whose
notice they must avoid at all costs. But as they learn more about the
rebel cause, they face a choice: stay silent while others are oppressed, or
fight. And they've never been very good at staying silent.In this sexy,
action-packed sequel to the #1 bestseller House of Earth and Blood,
Sarah J. Maas weaves a captivating story of a world about to explode and the people who will do anything to save it.
Temples of Dust - Daniel Arenson
Kings of Ruin - Daniel Arenson
Game of Thrones meets Spartacus in a new fantasy saga from a USA
Today bestselling author. In an ancient world of sand and splendor, an
empire awakens. Aelar, a mighty nation, spreads its tentacles. Its oared
galleys storm the seas, and the waters run red with blood. Its legionaries
swarm desert ruins, smiting barbarian hordes. Its crosses line the
roadsides, displaying the dying flesh of heroes. The Aelarian Empire
rises. The old world falls. The powerful Sela family has avoided the
empire until now. The family has carved out an idyllic life between sea
and desert, ruling a bustling port, a thriving city, and lush vineyards. Yet
when an imperial fleet arrives in their harbor, everything the Sela family
has built threatens to collapse. Sweeping from snowy forests to cruel
deserts, from bazaars of wonder to fields of war, here is a tale of
legionaries and lepers, priests and paupers, kings and crows. Here a girl
travels across endless dunes, seeking magic; a cruel prince struggles to
claim a bloodstained throne; and a young soldier fights to hold back an
overwhelming host. As the empire spreads, the fate of the Sela family-and of all civilization--stands upon a knife's edge, for under the storm of
war, even the greatest nations are but kingdoms of sand.
Children of Blood and Bone - Tomi Adeyemi 2018-03-06
Zľie Adebola remembers when the soil of Ors̐ha hummed with magic.
Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zľie's Reaper
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mother summoned forth souls.
Sabriel - Garth Nix 2009-10-06
Game of Thrones fans will love the New York Times bestselling Abhorsen
series. Sabriel, the first installment in the trilogy, launched critically
acclaimed author Garth Nix onto the fantasy scene as a rising star. Dark
Secrets, Deep Love, and Dangerous Magic Sent to a boarding school in
Ancelstierre as a young child, Sabriel has had little experience with the
random power of Free Magic or the Dead who refuse to stay dead in the
Old Kingdom. But during her final semester, her father, the Abhorsen,
goes missing, and Sabriel knows she must enter the Old Kingdom to find
him. She soon finds companions in Mogget, a cat whose aloof manner
barely conceals its malevolent spirit, and Touchstone, a young Charter
Mage long imprisoned by magic, now free in body but still trapped by
painful memories. As the three travel deep into the Old Kingdom, threats
mount on all sides. And every step brings them closer to a battle that will
pit them against the true forces of life and death—and bring Sabriel faceto-face with her own destiny. “Sabriel is a winner, a fantasy that reads
like realism. Here is a world with the same solidity and four-dimensional
authority as our own, created with invention, clarity and intelligence.”
—Philip Pullman, author of His Dark Materials trilogy
Hero at the Fall - Alwyn Hamilton 2019-03-12
The breathless finale to the New York Times bestselling Rebel of the
Sands series will have you on the edge of your seat until the dust from
the final battle clears! When gunslinging Amani Al'Hiza escaped her
dead-end town, she never imagined she'd join a revolution, let alone lead
one. But after the bloodthirsty Sultan of Miraji imprisoned the Rebel
Prince Ahmed in the mythical city of Eremot, she doesn't have a choice.
Armed with only her revolver, her wits, and her untameable Demdji
powers, Amani must rally her skeleton crew of rebels for a rescue
mission through the unforgiving desert to a place that, according to
maps, doesn't exist. As she watches those she loves most lay their lives
on the line against ghouls and enemy soldiers, Amani questions whether
she can be the leader they need or if she is leading them all to their
deaths.
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Halls of Shadow - Daniel Arenson
The world reels from a shocking assassination. The Aelarian Empire is
cracking. From the ashes of a burnt world, warlords, barbarians, and
rebels emerge to claim the remains. Outside the walls of Aelar, different
factions converge. Tribal warriors prepare to shatter the gates.
Valentina, a senator's daughter, seeks to enter the city and rebuild the
Republic. Prince Seneca, the last scion of a mighty house, battles his
rivals to the throne and strives to hold the Empire together. Meanwhile,
within the walls, dark magic and conspiracies brew. In the distant desert,
the kingdom of Zohar crumbles. The Empire musters to grind Zohar's
cities into dust. Epher, King of Zohar, and his sister Maya, a powerful
magic-user, fight desperately to defeat the Empire's legions. Yet their
greatest enemy might be the mysterious, shadowy figure that roams their
ancient land. In smoldering battlefields, crows feast and humans
squabble for the last shreds of power. Yet can the splendor of past glory
ever shine again, or will the final victors rule from halls of shadow?
Star Stuff: Science Fiction and Fantasy Stories - Daniel Arenson
2020-07-13
Science fiction and fantasy stories from a USA Today bestselling author.
Carl Sagan famously said that we are made of star stuff. The atoms in
our bodies were forged in the hearts of stars. We are a way for the
universe to know itself. Science fiction is the literature of ideas. Of
exploration. Of imagination. Through science fiction, we get a little
closer to knowing the universe. This anthology contains tales of
imagination. One novella. Five science fiction stories. One fantasy story.
All seven tales ask a question. What if . . . We are made of star stuff. Let's
gaze at where we came from . . . and imagine.
The King Will Kill You - Sarah Henning 2022-08-02
The Princess Bride meets Game of Thrones in this commercial YA trilogy
from acclaimed fantasy author Sarah Henning. Princess Amarande is
finally on the verge of having everything she wants. To be with her true
love Luca, no one nor law standing in the way. To rule Ardenia as queen
outright, no marriage necessary, as Luca does the same with the
reformed Torrence. To rebuild the continent of The Sand and Sky into a
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place not defined by archaic, patriarchal laws, but by the will of its
people. However, threats await in the shadows of Amarande’s hoped-for
happily ever after. One expected and deadly to both her love and every
one of her objectives. The other, unexpected, and arising with a vicious
aim: revenge at any cost. Against the princess who killed him, the boy
whose love made her do it, and the continent cruel enough to deserve his
rage. The King Will Kill You is the epic, pulse-pounding conclusion to
Sarah Henning’s Kingdoms of Sand and Sky trilogy. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Oleander Sword - Tasha Suri 2022-08-16
The Jasmine Throne has been hailed as a series opener that will
'undoubtedly reshape the landscape of epic fantasy for years to come'
(Booklist, starred). Now, award-winning author Tasha Suri's provocative
and powerful Burning Kingdoms trilogy continues with The Oleander
Sword. The prophecy of the nameless god - the words that declared
Malini the rightful empress of Parijatdvipa - has proven a blessing and
curse. She is determined to claim the throne that fate offered her. But
even with the strength of the rage in her heart and the army of loyal men
by her side, deposing her brother is going to be a brutal and bloody fight.
The power of the deathless waters flows through Priya's blood. Thrice
born priestess, Elder of Ahiranya, Priya's dream is to see her country rid
of the rot that plagues it: both Parijatdvipa's poisonous rule, and the
blooming sickness that is slowly spreading through all living things. But
she doesn't yet understand the truth of the magic she carries. Their
chosen paths once pulled them apart. But Malini and Priya's souls remain
as entwined as their destinies. And they soon realize that coming
together is the only way to save their kingdom from those who would
rather see it burn - even if it will cost them.
The Wicker King - K. Ancrum 2017-10-31
The Wicker King is a psychological young adult thriller that follows two
friends struggling as one spirals into madness. Jack once saved August's
life...now can August save him? August is a misfit with a pyro streak and
Jack is a golden boy on the varsity rugby team—but their intense
thrones-of-ash-kingdoms-of-sand-3

friendship goes way back. Jack begins to see increasingly vivid
hallucinations that take the form of an elaborate fantasy kingdom
creeping into the edges of the real world. With their parents’ unreliable
behavior, August decides to help Jack the way he always has—on his
own. He accepts the visions as reality, even when Jack leads them on a
quest to fulfill a dark prophecy. August and Jack alienate everyone
around them as they struggle with their sanity, free falling into the
surreal fantasy world that feels made for them. In the end, each one must
choose his own truth. Written in vivid micro-fiction with a stream-ofconsciousness feel and multimedia elements, K. Ancrum's The Wicker
King touches on themes of mental health and explores a codependent
relationship fraught with tension, madness and love. An Imprint Book
“Ancrum delves into the blurry space between reality and madness. A
haunting and provocative read that will keep teens riveted.” —School
Library Journal “Teen fans of moody psychological horror will be
entranced.” —Booklist “Give this to readers who like complex,
experimental fictions about intense relationships that acquire mythic
resonance.” —The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books “An eerie
piece of realistic fiction whose characters revel in intense emotions.”
—Kirkus Reviews “An eerie and mesmerizing thriller that questions the
space where reality and perception overlap, The Wicker King is a spinetingling read that will have you riveted.” —Caleb Roerhrig, author of Last
Seen Leaving and White Rabbit
The Jasmine Throne - Tasha Suri 2021-06-08
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2021 BY PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY, LIBRARY JOURNAL, BOOKLIST, AND THE NEW YORK
PUBLIC LIBRARY A ruthless princess and a powerful priestess come
together to rewrite the fate of an empire in this “fiercely and
unapologetically feminist tale of endurance and revolution set against a
gorgeous, unique magical world” (S. A. Chakraborty, author of the The
City of Brass). Exiled by her despotic brother, princess Malini spends her
days dreaming of vengeance while imprisoned in the Hirana: an ancient
cliffside temple that was once the revered source of the magical
deathless waters but is now little more than a decaying ruin. The secrets
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of the Hirana call to Priya. But in order to keep the truth of her past
safely hidden, she works as a servant in the loathed regent’s household,
biting her tongue and cleaning Malini’s chambers. But when Malini
witnesses Priya’s true nature, their destinies become irrevocably tangled.
One is a ruthless princess seeking to steal a throne. The other a powerful
priestess desperate to save her family. Together, they will set an empire
ablaze. Praise for The Jasmine Throne: "Raises the bar for what epic
fantasy should be." —Chloe Gong, author of These Violent Delights "An
intimate, complex, magical study of empire and the people caught in its
bloody teeth. I loved it.” —Alix E. Harrow, author of The Once and Future
Witches "Gripping and harrowing from the very start." —R. F. Kuang,
author of The Poppy War "Suri’s incandescent feminist masterpiece hits
like a steel fist inside a velvet glove. Simply magnificent." —Shelley
Parker-Chan, author of She Who Became the Sun "A fierce, heartwrenching exploration of the value and danger of love in a world of
politics and power." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "This cutthroat
and sapphic novel will grip you until the very end." —Vulture "Lush and
stunning....Inspired by Indian epics, this sapphic fantasy will rip your
heart out." —BuzzFeed News
Kingdom of Sea and Stone - Mara Rutherford 2020-10-06
“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and sisterhood — this
unusual, tense tale will have you on the edge of your seat!” —#1 New
York Times bestselling author Tamora Pierce on Crown of Coral and
Pearl The Cruel Prince meets Ash Princess in this thrilling fantasy, the
much-anticipated sequel to Crown of Coral and Pearl. Ever since Nor was
forced to go to a nearby kingdom in her sister’s place, she’s wanted
nothing more than to return to the place and people she loves. But when
her wish comes true, she soon finds herself cast out from both worlds,
with a war on the horizon. As an old enemy resurfaces more powerful
than ever, Nor will have to keep the kingdom from falling apart with the
help of Prince Talin and Nor’s twin sister, Zadie. There are forces within
the world more mysterious than any of them ever guessed—and they’ll
need to stay alive long enough to conquer them… Books in the Crown of
Coral and Pearl duology: Crown of Coral and Pearl Kingdom of Sea and
thrones-of-ash-kingdoms-of-sand-3

Stone
Crowns of Rust - Daniel Arenson
The noble House of Sela is shattered. Its five children, once heirs to a
bustling port, are scattered around the Encircled Sea. Their kingdom, the
ancient land of Zohar, lies in ruin following a devastating invasion. As the
dust settles, new fires kindle. In a shattering world, the pieces are up for
grabs. Here fleets clash at sea, and desert warriors battle among dunes
and ancient ruins; cloaked conspirators gather in shadowy alleyways,
vowing to slay their emperor; and a girl seeks the magic of light beyond
guardians of shadow. In a land of sand and splendor, glory will go to
those with the sharpest steel and the hardest hearts. One war has ended.
Now the world will burn. When the Encircled Sea storms, kingdoms are
no sturdier than sandcastles. Rulers and rebels battle for golden thrones,
but will they find only crowns of rust?
The Crown of Gilded Bones - Jennifer L. Armentrout 2021-04-20
Bow Before Your Queen Or Bleed Before Her… From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes book three in her Blood
and Ash series. She's been the victim and the survivor… Poppy never
dreamed she would find the love she’s found with Prince Casteel. She
wants to revel in her happiness but first they must free his brother and
find hers. It’s a dangerous mission and one with far-reaching
consequences neither dreamed of. Because Poppy is the Chosen, the
Blessed. The true ruler of Atlantia. She carries the blood of the King of
Gods within her. By right the crown and the kingdom are hers. The
enemy and the warrior… Poppy has only ever wanted to control her own
life, not the lives of others, but now she must choose to either forsake
her birthright or seize the gilded crown and become the Queen of Flesh
and Fire. But as the kingdoms’ dark sins and blood-drenched secrets
finally unravel, a long-forgotten power rises to pose a genuine threat.
And they will stop at nothing to ensure that the crown never sits upon
Poppy’s head. A lover and heartmate… But the greatest threat to them
and to Atlantia is what awaits in the far west, where the Queen of Blood
and Ash has her own plans, ones she has waited hundreds of years to
carry out. Poppy and Casteel must consider the impossible—travel to the
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Lands of the Gods and wake the King himself. And as shocking secrets
and the harshest betrayals come to light, and enemies emerge to
threaten everything Poppy and Casteel have fought for, they will discover
just how far they are willing to go for their people—and each other. And
now she will become Queen…
Light Years - Kass Morgan 2018-10-09
Ender's Game meets The 100 at an interstellar military boarding school
in a romantic new series from New York Times bestselling author Kass
Morgan! Reeling from a devastating attack by a mysterious enemy, the
Quatra Fleet Academy is opening its doors to a new class of cadets from
every planet in the solar system. Hotshot pilot Vesper dreams of
becoming a captain, but when she loses her spot to a wisecracking boy
from the wrong side of the asteroid belt, she begins to question
everything she thought she knew. Trapped on the toxic planet Deva,
Cormak will take any chance he can to join the Academy--even if he has
to steal someone's identity to get there. Arran was always an outcast on
icy Chetire and is looking for a place to belong. He just never thought it
would be in the arms of the hottest guy in the galaxy. And Orelia has
infiltrated the fleet to complete a mission, one that threatens the security
of everyone around her. But if anyone finds out who she really is, it'll be
her life on the line.... As worlds collide at the Academy, these four cadets
will have to learn to work together if they want to survive. But how do
you begin to trust the very people you've spent a lifetime learning to
hate?
Kingdoms of Sand: Books 1-3 - Daniel Arenson
Game of Thrones meets Spartacus in an epic saga of sand and splendor.
This bundle contains the first three novels of Kingdoms of Sand, a
fantasy series from a USA Today bestselling author. That's over 1,000
pages of battles, intrigue, and magic. Sweeping from snowy forests to
cruel deserts, from bazaars of wonder to fields of war, here is a tale of
legionaries and lepers, priests and paupers, kings and crows. Here a girl
travels across endless dunes, seeking magic; a cruel prince struggles to
claim a bloodstained throne; and a young soldier fights to hold back an
overwhelming host. The fate of all civilization stands upon a knife's edge,
thrones-of-ash-kingdoms-of-sand-3

for under the storm of war, even the greatest nations are but kingdoms
of sand.
Empire of Storms - Sarah J. Maas 2020-10-01
Kingdoms collide as Aelin continues her epic journey from assassin to
queen in this instalment of the global #1 bestselling series. The long
path to the throne has just begun for Aelin Galathynius. As the kingdoms
of Erilea fracture around her, enemies must become allies if Aelin is to
keep those she loves from falling to the dark forces poised to claim her
world. With war looming on all horizons, the only chance for salvation
lies in a desperate quest that may mark the end of everything Aelin holds
dear. Will Aelin succeed in keeping her world from splintering, or will it
all come crashing down? Contains mature content. Not suitable for
younger readers.
Crown of Midnight - Sarah J. Maas 2013-08-15
The action-packed, heart-wrenching and fantastically addictive sequel to
Sarah J. Maas's epic YA fantasy debut THRONE OF GLASS. Eighteenyear-old Celaena Sardothien is bold, daring and beautiful – the perfect
seductress and the greatest assassin her world has ever known. But
though she won the King's contest and became his champion, Celaena
has been granted neither her liberty nor the freedom to follow her heart.
Celaena faces a choice that is tearing her to pieces: kill in cold blood for
a man she hates, or risk sentencing those she loves to death. Celaena
must decide what she will fight for: survival, love or the future of a
kingdom. Because an assassin cannot have it all ... And trying to may just
destroy her.
Air and Ash - Alex Lidell 2017-03-10
Master and Commander meets Tamora Pierce in a seafaring adventure of
duty, love, magic, and a princess's quest to protect her kingdom on her
own terms. After a lifetime of training, seventeen-year-old Princess Nile
Greysik, a lieutenant on the prestigious Ashing navy flagship, sails into
battle with one vital mission--and fails. Barred from the sea and facing a
political marriage, Nile masquerades as a common sailor on the first ship
she can find. With a cowardly captain, incompetent crew, and a cruel,
too-handsome first officer intent on making her life a living hell, Nile
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must hide her identity while trying to turn the sorry frigate battleworthy.
Worse, a terrifying and forbidden magic now tingles in Nile's blood. If
anyone catches wind of who Nile is or what she can do, her life is over.
But when disaster threatens the ship, Nile may have no choice but to
unleash the truth that will curse her future. AIR AND ASH is the thrilling
first installment of the TIDES series. Recommended for fans of Sarah J.
Maas, Tamora Pierce, and Naomi Novik.
Realm of Ash - Tasha Suri 2019-11-12
Some believe the Ambhan Empire is cursed. But Arwa doesn't simply
believe it - she knows it's true. Widowed by the infamous, unnatural
massacre at Darez Fort, Arwa was saved only by the strangeness of her
blood - a strangeness she had been taught all her life to suppress. She
offers up her blood and service to the imperial family and makes common
cause with a disgraced, illegitimate prince who has turned to forbidden
occult arts to find a cure to the darkness hanging over the Empire. Using
the power in Arwa's blood, they seek answers in the realm of ash: a land
where mortals can seek the ghostly echoes of their ancestors' dreams.
But the Emperor's health is failing, and a terrible war of succession
hovers on the horizon, not just for the imperial throne, but for the magic
underpinning Empire itself. To save the Empire, Arwa and the prince
must walk the bloody path of their shared past, through the realm of ash
and into the desert, where the cause of the Empire's suffering-and its
only chance of salvation - lie in wait. But what they find there calls into
question everything they've ever valued . . . and whether they want to
save the Empire at all.
Blood and Sand - C. V. Wyk 2018-01-16
The legendary Spartacus is recast as a fierce female warrior in this
action-packed tale of a 17-year-old princess and a handsome gladiator
who dared take on the Roman Republic.
Kingdom of Ash - Sarah J. Maas 2018-10-23
Years in the making, Sarah J. Maas's #1 New York Times bestselling
Throne of Glass series draws to an epic, unforgettable conclusion. Aelin
Galathynius's journey from slave to king's assassin to the queen of a
once-great kingdom reaches its heart-rending finale as war erupts across
thrones-of-ash-kingdoms-of-sand-3

her world. . . Aelin has risked everything to save her people-but at a
tremendous cost. Locked within an iron coffin by the Queen of the Fae,
Aelin must draw upon her fiery will as she endures months of torture.
Aware that yielding to Maeve will doom those she loves keeps her from
breaking, though her resolve begins to unravel with each passing day...
With Aelin captured, Aedion and Lysandra remain the last line of defense
to protect Terrasen from utter destruction. Yet they soon realize that the
many allies they've gathered to battle Erawan's hordes might not be
enough to save them. Scattered across the continent and racing against
time, Chaol, Manon, and Dorian are forced to forge their own paths to
meet their fates. Hanging in the balance is any hope of salvation-and a
better world. And across the sea, his companions unwavering beside him,
Rowan hunts to find his captured wife and queen-before she is lost to him
forever. As the threads of fate weave together at last, all must fight, if
they are to have a chance at a future. Some bonds will grow even deeper,
while others will be severed forever in the explosive final chapter of the
Throne of Glass series.
Prince of Song & Sea - Linsey Miller 2022-10-04
For fans of Twisted Tales and Villains is a brand new YA series that
retells the classic Disney stories you thought you knew from the Disney
Princes' perspectives. Before Prince Eric's mother, the Queen of Vellona,
went missing two years ago, she reminded him about the details of the
deadly curse that has plagued his entire life. The curse? If he were to
kiss someone other than his true love, he would die. With a neighboring
kingdom looking for any excuse to invade their shores, and rumors of
ghost pirates lurking the seas, Eric is desperate for any information that
may help him break his enchantment and bring stability to Vellona. The
answers he has been searching for come to him in the form of a letter left
from his mother that reveals Eric must find his true love, the one with a
voice pure of heart, or kill the sea witch responsible for cursing him in
the first place. Now Eric is on a quest to find the Isle of Serein, the
witch's legendary home. But after he is rescued by a mysterious young
woman with a mesmerizing singing voice, Eric's heart becomes torn.
Does he enter a battle he is almost certain he cannot win or chase a love
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that might not even exist? And when a shipwrecked young woman with
flaming red hair and a smile that could calm the seven seas enters his
life, Eric may discover that true love isn't something that can be decided
by magic.
A Court of Thorns and Roses - Sarah J. Maas 2015-05-05
The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas. When nineteenyear-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature
arrives to demand retribution. Dragged to a treacherous magical land
she knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is
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not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled
her world. At least, he's not a beast all the time. As she adapts to her new
home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into
a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told about the
beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the
faerie lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find
a way to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever. From bestselling
author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends
romance, adventure, and faerie lore into an unforgettable read.
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